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Parkdale Gift 2019 Event Survey 

Overview 

The Parkdale Gift aims to be as inclusive as possible. The feedback submitted has been appreciated 

and will be considered as part of its development of event on the Victorian Athletic League calendar.  

All of the response comments apart from two have been included. 

The vision of the Parkdale Gift is to involve the Bayside and Melbourne community, local sporting 

clubs, schools, businesses and the general community to hold a range of events that is more than 

just an athletics meeting. 

Currently to develop an event that is sustainable – year on year, the Parkdale Gift relies on three 

revenue streams: 

 Race sponsorship (which sometimes does not cover the costs of all of the races) 

 Athlete entries fees 

 Gate entry on the day 

To this end, the gating around the venue has been factored in to the overall logistics costs of the 

event prior to the event. It was noted that athletes have broken through the gates at the rear of the 

venue for the last two years. The consequence is that it cost the Committee an estimated $2,000 

each year. As an end result, athletes may compete for less money. 

Parking is known to be limited both at the ground and is unlikely to be resolved in the immediate 

future. 

The Parkdale Gift looks forward to enhancing the event in 2020. If you wish to assist in the program 

timetable for racing, please feel free to contact me directly. 

All the best for the rest of the season. 

 

Tim Mason 

President 

timmason1965@gmail.com 

0456 985 201 

mailto:timmason1965@gmail.com
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Question 1 

 

Other 

1. Sponsor 

2. Parent of athlete 

3. Coach, spectator, sponsor 

4. Parent of Athlete 

5. Commentator 

6. Photography. 
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Question 2 

 

 

Other 

1. No opinion was only there for 40 minutes 
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Question 3 

 

Other 

2. Lanes looked wonky 

3. Surface was really good but the line marking, especially for the 400m could have 

been done better, less acute turns 

4. Excellent condition, however finish line was on an angle 

5. Surface excellent incorrectly marked on sprint track did not square up the marks and 

finish lines 

6. Track was perfect. Just the sharp turns at the 200/100m marks were a little strange 

to get around 

7. Straight track excellent. Circular track an issue on some of the bends 

8. Fairly sharp corners although great in other aspects 

9. Fair track, bends not ideal 

10. Great surface. Terrible line marking of circular track. I believe already noted. Please 

make the circle track as close to 400 as possible, especially when you have the 

space! 
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Question 4 

 

Other 

1. A bit too long 

2. It was a little too long - started too early 

3. Too big a gap in between races should do the kids races at the start of the day 

4. Maybe need to minimise the length of time that each category had to be there for. If 

you are a sprinter who wants to run both the 70 and 120 it is a long day 

5. A little long 

6. Difficult though catering for the many different age groups etc. 
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Question 5 

 

 

Other 

1. Saturday - Start around 3pm and finish around 10pm. 

2. Should start the 70s later and also should have less time in between the 120 and 

400s 

3. Get the Little athletics earlier and not have as many school events 
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Question 6 
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Other 

1. Football relay, men’s and women’s invitational 70m sprint 

2. Male/Women's Invitational; Under 16 School races; 800 Female, just have 800 open 

3. Anything over 400m 

4. Footballers, Both 120m Invitational and 400m 
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5. 300m juniors, little Athletics, women’s & men’s invitational should be combined, 800 

female and open should be combined. 

6. Masters 120, open 70, Both Invitational, Both u16 Championships, Relay 

7. Limited heats/ places 

8. Remove invitational 120m, condense the U18 300 into one race, reduce the number 

of little athletics events 

9. 800m women, Invite 120 x 2 

10. Under 18 300 boys, under 18 300 girls, 800 female, Less Little athletics 

11. 300 Under 18 should be mixed. U16 Schools should be mixed. Invitational 120m 

should be omitted. 

12. Keep the same but have the kids races in the morning 

13. It’s up to the organisers to the makeup of their programme 

14. Comment will not be published as it was offensive and individually targeted  

15. Invitation races are a luxury that most programmes don't warrant anymore given that 

we don't have a lot of high quality runners and that there are so many other 

categories that need to be squeezed into the programme. 

16. U16 is maybe overkill with two other U18 races plus Little Athletics. I think more of an 

issue is the time from heats to final. It’s too spread out. 

17. Range of events is really good. Promotes the sport and involves the community. 

Good initiative. 

18. Backmarkers races, combine u18 300m race 

19. Male and female invitational 

20. Run the Little Athletics before the meeting starts. Not during 

21. Both Invitational races, U16 school races 

22. All underage events, footballers relay, and invitational 

23. It could be good to have little athletics and u16 school comps at the start so the 

parents aren’t around waiting all day and the VAL athletes start a little later and don’t 

have big wait times between races 

24. Lose the invitation events 

25. A few of the LAL races and the backmarkers races. 

26. Invitational races, Under 16 Schools Champs, Footballers Relay 

27. Drop the Schools Champs, juniors are already catered for. The Invitation races could 

be dropped. Work out a way to combine the LA into a VAL Sanctioned U14 event. 
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Question 7 

 

Other 

1. Should be combined. 

2. Good race but it is a very full program 

3. Prefer a backmarkers than invitation 

4. Put them together. 4 men 4 women 

5. Don't care 

6. I don’t really understand what the ‘invitational 120m’ is for. If there is good reason for 

it then it should stay 

7. No opinion 

8. Not really needed. 
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Question 8 

 

 

Other 

1. Didn’t see them 

2. Delete the invitational 

3. Didn't take any notice, program too long 

4. Didn't know it was on 

5. The boxing was too hidden away. Needs to be more centred 

6. Did not get a chance to visit it 

7. Market can do without, boxing - where was it? Footballers race always enjoyable and 

brings a crowd 

8. Football race was sensational 

9. Some healthier food options would be welcomed 

10. Only saw footballers race & that worked 

11. Didn't go to the boxing or twilight market. Footballer's race was ok as it brought in 

local community 

12. Footballers race was entertaining, boxing was a little removed from the carnival, 

twilight market was too far away from everything 

13. I believe we need to try & get as many people as possible. Great effort 

14. I didn’t stay for this 

15. Boxing not an interest 

16. Only saw the footballers relay. Is it needed?? 

17. Not fussed either way. Maybe good for people who may otherwise not attend 

18. Footballers race excellent, market just ok 
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19. Market good rest can leave 

20. Can't comment 

 

Question 9 

 

Other 

1. Parking a significant problem 

2. Parking was pathetic 

3. Did not get a chance to visit it 

4. Get rid of the fences. Heaven forbid people just wandering in to see what it was all 

about. Also better for market to have general public coming through 

5. Toilets inexplicably locked in parts of club rooms 

6. Canteen should include salad rolls etc 

7. The new pavilion helped but it doesn't have elevated viewing or any undercover 

areas. Some additional marquees / food stalls could be considered 

8. Excellent other than parking 

9. The new club room were great. It makes coming to the even more comfortable for the 

athletes. Could have a shower post-race etc 

10. Parking needs to be improved 
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Question 10 

 

Other 

1. Coffee van 

2. Better line marking for the circle track. Otherwise it was an excellent event 

3. Having an event timed that athletes have to wait up to approx. 4 hours between their 

events is really not acceptable in a one day meet, I know a lot that went home 

instead of hanging around 

4. Suitable food for athletes, people had to leave the ground to get suitable food 

5. A bit hard to hear the speeches 

6. The circle track would be better to be closer to 400m. How feasible that is I don't 

know 

7. Comment will not be published as it was offensive and individually targeted  

8. Would be good to have some simple family friendly things like a jumping castle/ art 

and craft or games area for kids. My daughter was quite bored at this carnival 

9. Use lane ropes to give it a nice traditional gift feel. Maybe get the netballers involved 

in relays too. The more people down the better the atmosphere 

10. My only complaint was there was no food such as salad rolls for competing athletes 

to buy. We left to go to a local shopping centre to buy suitable food 

11. Fantastic facility, great for athletics 

12. Sports Experience Program - like the boxing. Sportsperson Lunch 

13. Fireworks 

14. Get rid of fences. Cost more to hire them than probably took in on the gate 

15. Had no children’s activities. Activities similar to that of St Albans would be awesome 

16. Have a back gate runners can enter via 

17. Get rid of the fence!!! Have 2-3 food trucks instead of the other vendors. Atmosphere 

was great at night 

18. More Gates to get in as Parking is terrible & the walk with equipment is long 

19. More stalls- perhaps shoe companies to get greater involvement with athletes and 

attendees 

20. More of a carnival atmosphere. Rides for children. Better food more catering. Food 

was poor quality standard BBQ. Have more good quality food stalls 

21. Keep doing what you are doing 

22. Blend the 70m rounds with the 120. Allow enough rest between rounds. Anything 

under 30-40mins is not enough to recover. I want run, or let my athletes run both if 

the 2 events are too far apart also 
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23. Security locking entry/exit point in the side street. Many people were parked out there 

and had paid and entered through this particular entry point but were made to walk 

all the way around to get to their car. I could see my car from where we set up inside 

and needed to grab something from my car and was made to walk all the way around 

to get it 

24. Remove Temporary Fencing. It must have cost a fortune and it looked poor 

25. Just less gap in between races so where not sitting around in the heat all day 

26. Not from the area & on another committee. Always on the lookout for ideas, will 

share if think of any 

27. The Parkdale gift can tap in to the opportunity of distance running by increasing the 

prize money and variety of distance events e.g. backmarker and front marker mile 

and 800m events. Too much emphasis on sprinting events e.g. 120m gift create an 

unfair prejudice against distance runners and ultimately discourages these types of 

runners from attending a running meet. The more fair you are to distance runners the 

more likely they will turn up in big numbers 

28. With a lot on the program is going to be longer than your average meet but I suggest 

making the time from heat to final not as long 

29. I think the only change would be to move the 70s a little later, and have some 

distance events beforehand, there was quite a long break between the gifts so 

maybe that could be shortened a little bit for next year 

30. Just tighten up the time between events. Too long for me 

31. Maybe, but I am busy with my own meeting 

32. Free entry, but $1 rides to recoup costs. More shade 

33. I think having the school races and little athletics to start the program (before 70 

opens) would mean the VAL athletes wouldn’t have as big of a wait time between 

races as it made it a very long day of racing plus it means parents of little athletics 

kids wouldn’t have to wait around all day either. Also some food for athletes (rolls or 

wraps in the canteen, possibly something like fruit salad) would help as some of us 

didn’t really have time to go outside of the ground to find food that we can eat 

between races. Possibly opportunity for more food vans which promote healthy 

eating? I would be more than happy to help with Parkdale Gift on a subcommittee. I 

thoroughly enjoyed the event and know that I will be coming back every year. It was 

high quality and the facilities and track were fantastic 

34. Decrease the program 

35. Finished to late for young families. Maybe some entertainment for young facilities. 

Otherwise I think it was a great event this year 

36. The event went for a while however events like the 800m didn't have long enough 

between heat and final, separation of races needs to be looked at. Most people had 

to park round the back however entry was at the front, needs to be looked at. The 

track was nice however the bends were awkward, there was more space to have a 

better shaped track 

37. More Food/Drinks at the canteen. Considering it was a hot day (no one can predict 

the weather) they ran out of certain items. The time the events concluded, those that 

need prize money had a rather long line to wait in which there for was well after 

9.30pm. A long day with perhaps too many additional events/races thrown in 

38. Not at this stage 

39. Not at this time 


